TRAILS ADVISORY
COMMISSION FULL
MEETING PACKET
April 14, 2021

ADDENDUM MATERIALS
Includes material and information worked on
during the meeting and after the agenda packet
was posted following page 24.

FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION MEETING
AGENDA
THIS MEETING WILL BE HELD VIA ZOOM HOSTED FROM THE
MONA LISA DREXLER ASSEMBLY CHAMBERS AT THE
JUANITA HELMS ADMINISTRATION CENTER
907 TERMINAL STREET, FAIRBANKS, ALASKA
April 14, 2021 at 6:00 P.M.
Please use the link below to join the webinar:
https://fnsb-gov.zoomgov.com/j/1609515024
Or Dial (Toll Free) 833-568-8864 Webinar ID: 160 951 5024
A. CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
B. MESSAGES

1. Communications to the Trails Advisory Commission
2. Citizen’s Comments – limited to three (3) minutes
3. Disclosure & Statement of Conflict of Interest
C. APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND CONSENT AGENDA
Approval of consent agenda passes all routine items indicated by asterisk (*) on agenda.
Consent agenda items are not considered separately unless any Commission member or
citizen so requests. In the event of such request, the item is returned to the general
agenda.
D. *MINUTES

1. *Minutes from April 5, 2021.
E. UNFINISHED BUSINESS

1. Comprehensive Recreational Trail Plan Update – R&M Consultants.
a. Draft of vision statement
b. Objectives development exercise
c. Action strategies brainstorming

F. EXCUSE FUTURE ABSENCES
G. COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS/COMMUNICATIONS
H. ADJOURNMENT
Due to the current public health emergency, this meeting will be held via Zoom. More specific
information will be posted on the Stay Connected with your Boards and Commissions webpage at
https://www.fnsb.gov/835/Stay-Connected-with-Your-Boards-and-Comm prior to the meeting so
participants can attend by telephone or other electronic means.
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FAIRBANKS NORTH STAR BOROUGH TRAILS ADVISORY COMMISSION
MINUTES
April 5, 2021
A regular meeting of the Fairbanks North Star Borough Trails Advisory Commission
was held via Zoom from the Mona Lisa Drexler Assembly Chambers, Juanita Helms
Administration Center, 907 Terminal Street, Fairbanks, Alaska. The meeting was
called to order at 6:05 p.m. by Carol Kaynor, Chair.
A.

ROLL CALL
MEMBERS PRESENT:

Brian Accola
Seth Adams
Helyn Lefgren
Geoff Orth
Carol Kaynor

Richard Shideler
Maxwell Plichta
Mike Schmetzer
Leslie Kitchin

MEMBERS ABSENT (note if excused): John Morack
OTHERS PRESENT: Bryant Wright, Trails Coordinator
Sharon Wittenkeller, Recording Clerk
Van Le, R & M Contractor
Taryn Oleson-Yelle, R & M Contractor
B.

MESSAGES
1. Communications to the Trails Advisory Commission
Mr. Wright updated the Commission on the trails inventory for the Trail Plan;
they have scheduled more trail visits and were able to get out to the Gilmore
Trail area the week prior. The Trails Challenge is going on until April 30, 2021.
If snowfall continues the Trails Challenge will be extended.
2. Citizen’s Comments – limited to three (3) minutes – None.
3. Disclosure & Statement of Conflict of Interest
Commissioner Orth declared that he had a conflict of interest in regard to
the letter of support in connection with the Bonanza Creek and Rosie Creek
trail in the Tanana valley State Forest (New Business item 1); he is a member
of Interior of Alaska Trails and Parks Foundation and the owner of Stray Dogs,
LLC which is providing logistic and project management support to the trails
project.
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It was voted on by the Commission and determined that Commissioner Orth
had conflict of interest with the letter of support and he was excused from
voting on the letter of support.
Commissioner Lefgren declared that she is the President of the Interior of
Alaska Trails and Parks Foundation. The Foundation is the applicant in the letter
of support (New Business item 1).
It was voted on by the Commission and determined that Commissioner Lefgren
did not have a conflict of interest with the letter of support.
Commissioner Accola also declared that he is a member of the Interior of
Alaska Trails and Parks Foundation. The Foundation is the applicant in the letter
of support (New Business item 1).
It was voted on by the Commission and determined that Commissioner Accola
did not have a conflict of interest with the letter of support.
C.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA AND CONSENT AGENDA
Motion to approve the agenda and consent agenda made by Commissioner
Shideler and seconded by Commissioner Orth. Carried without objection
or roll call vote.

D.

MINUTES
Minutes from March 1, 2021 were approved.

E.

NEW BUSINESS
1. Letter of support for 2021 Recreational Trails Program Round 2 grant project
a. Interior Alaska Trails and Parks Foundation’s application for trail
connections between forestry roads in the Tanana Valley State
Forest—Geoff Orth

Commissioner Orth gave an overview of the request for the letter of support
which is for a project in Bonaza Creek in the Tanana Valley State Forest,
southwest of Fairbanks. The project will construct four new miles of sustainable
trail connecting existing trails and timber roads in Rosie Creek and Bonanza
Creek forests. It is a multi-use, all season trail network and connects
approximately 50 miles of existing roads, serving a wide user base. The full
project cost is approximately $280,000 and it is to be funded by the second
round of Recreational Trail Program (RTP) funds. The project work is expected
to begin in early September 2021 and completed by the end of the fiscal year
and combine it with an existing project that is expected to begin in early June
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2021 which will regrade the existing Rosie Creek Trails.
Commissioners questioned and discussed the location of the four new miles of
trail and the width of the multi-use trails.
MOTION: to approve the Letter of support for the 2021 Recreational Trails
Program Round 2 grant project made by Commissioner Shideler and
seconded by Commissioner Accola.
Commissioner Adams stated his support and excitement for the projects and
noted that the trails in the Cripple Creek area have seen an increase in use and
the project is an important addition.
Chair Kaynor will provide non-substantive copy edits to fix grammatical errors.
MOTION CARRIED WITHOUT OBJECTION OR ROLL CALL VOTE – LETTER
APPROVED
2. Comprehensive Recreational Trail Plan Update—R&M Consultants
a. Review of progress to date
Taryn Oleson-Yelle with R & M Consultants gave an update of the work they have
done up to date on the Recreational Trails Plan update:













They launched an interactive comment map online.
Since the map went live, they have received a lot of activity, especially in the
Ester Dome area with a lot of trails added.
The interactive map comments will be collected through mid-May or sooner
depending on the data being received.
They will be launching a community trail use survey online; in the survey
they are inquiring on who is using the trails, why they are using the trails and
how important the trails are to their quality of life.
They will also be mailing out postcards to randomly selected residents
throughout FNSB to take the survey.
Responses for both the online survey and postcard survey will be tracked
separately.
They continue to work with Bryant Wright, FNSB Trails Coordinator and Jon
Underwood with Happy Trails through the trail refinement and data collection
process.
They have had a lot of public engagement during the public work sessions
and over 75 individual comments thru the project website, not including the
interactive map comments.
They will begin more interaction non-digital means of contact with the public.
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They will focus on using the data from the public work sessions by filtering it
into the draft plan starting with step 2 of the process at tonight’s meeting by
drafting the vision statement, reviewing issues and developing the goals.
b. Draft of vision statement

Van Le with R & M consultants guided the commission through a visioning exercise.
Ms. Oleson-Yelle took notes in an interactive platform on a digital whiteboard as the
discussion ensued. Commissioners focused the discussion around the two draft vision
statements:


Draft 1: The Fairbanks North Star Borough features a network of recreational
trails for trail users of all ages, abilities, and activity types to enjoy year-round
that are maintained and valued by the community.



Draft 2: The Fairbanks North Star Borough is a recreation destination with an
interconnected, well maintained, year-round system of public trails that
feature unique experiences for all trail users, borough residents and visitors
now and for generations to come.

The Commissioners focused their comments on the two draft vision statements on
the following topics and ideas:










Vision statement drafts are statements of fact but need to be aspirational.
Add language to the effect of keeping what we have now and maintaining and
improving that over the years.
Preferences for short and succinct vision statements.
A trail system that facilitates all user groups and is not strictly recreational.
Trails are used for trapping and transportation and utilize old mining and
forestry trails.
Recreation “destination” statement of draft 2 may draw more interest to yearround recreational trails from tourists and residents. Trails can be an
economic engine while also improving livability for residents.
Include the word dynamic to describe the changing nature of trails, their uses,
and local preferences.
Omit “Borough residents and visitors” from draft 2;
o Trails are for everyone and vision statement does not need to list or
focus on individual groups,
o “Borough residents” it is redundant because borough residents and
visitors are or could be trail users.
o It could be worked on as a goal.
o Shorten it; could state “trails that feature unique experiences for all
trail users--residents and visitors alike--now and for generations to
come.”
o Including “residents” or “visitors” is addressing the question “who is
being served with the Trail Plan?”
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Liked the focus on “all ages, abilities, and activity types” in draft 1.
Include words that can trigger recognition with the readers.
Whether or not to include buzz words, such as “diverse” and “inclusivity” in
vision statement.
Confusion between vision and mission statement or hybrid of the two.
Include more aspirational language in draft 1.
Keep “all ages, abilities, and activity types” in draft 1 vs. using a buzz word
like “inclusive.”
In “all ages, abilities, and activity types” in draft 1, change “activity types” to
“activities” to simplify.
Review the list of concepts and aspirations for the vision statement to
determine which are most essential in defining the vision for trails.

Additional and more specific comments are included in the images from the
presentation slides where notes were transcribed by the consultants in real
time.
c. Goals development & review exercise

The Commission discussed reviewing the original Trail Plan Goals (originally
developed in 1985, and unchanged in the most recent 2006 update) in tandem with
the current and primary goals to build the future goals of the updated Trails Plan.
The Commission took the concepts of the draft vision statements and brainstormed
ideas and issues in order to create and refine updated goals for the Trails Plan.
Topics and ideas discussed included:













Maintenance:
FNSB legal authority for regulating offenses of the trails.
Physical and legal maintenance.
o Rights-of-Way.
Advertise the trails to increase public involvement and use.
Trail etiquette and education to reduce conflicts.
Create the administrative methods beyond Title 17 to protect the trails
Creative designations that allow the best use of the trails seasonally rather
than only designating motorized/non-motorized use.
Landowner liability is a goal in the current plan. Should it be?
Proper signage at trailheads and on trails:
o Safety precautions.
Connectivity of trails.
Accessibility for users all of ages and abilities.
High and appropriate quality trails of all types and levels:
o The quality depends on the use of the trail, the activity being sought
after, and the season.
 For example, a “high-quality” trail for many off-road motorized
users may be a muddy or rough trail. This kind of trail is
important to provide but is very different or opposite from a “high
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quality” hiking trail and so often gets left out.
o Criteria for sustainable trail design – Venn diagram approach:
 Satisfy the user’s expectations/demands
 Minimize the maintenance requirements
 Minimize the impact to the environment
o Quality of trailheads (signage, parking, access to public toilets)
Diverse user groups and ability levels:
o Building and supporting a trail system geared toward motorized users
that have a rough non-manicured terrain character to them for expert
trail users.
o Create advanced, challenging trails available for expert trail users and
progressing trail users (for example, single track biking trails built for
specific ability levels).
Guidance on alternative trails for trails users when trails are closed seasonally.
o Alternatives help to address trail user conflicts.
Make trails that are fun.
Different trails for different abilities:
o Different trails for different activities – variety in distance of trails.
o Connectivity and inter-connectivity of trails.

Additional and more specific comments are included in the images from the
presentation slides where notes were transcribed by the consultants in real time.
The Commission reviewed previous/current goal for Issue 1 Agency Jurisdictional
Responsibilities:

“Defines responsibilities of different departments of the FNSB and public agencies
within the borough which are involved with establishing recreational trails for all trails
within the borough which are included in the Trail Plan.”
Discussion ensued and the Commission discussed the relativity of this goal to future
goals. They also discussed the order that the current goals are listed in and whether
this reflected their priority or importance. They also discussed the importance of the
current goal(s) and their relativity to all current goals and issues including
maintenance, and how to incorporate the current goal 1 with new future goals.

Additional and more specific comments are included in the images from the
presentation slides where notes were transcribed by the consultants in real time.
Ms. Oleson-Yelle and Ms. Le will summarize the notes and discussion from this
meeting and distribute to the TAC. Discussion of the remainder of the current goals
and progress from the meeting will be continued at the April 14, 2021 meeting.
The next public involvement meeting will be May 4, 2021 @ 6:00 p.m. The next
mission for Ms. Oleson-Yelle and Ms. Le will be to have a clean version of the vision,
goals, and policies that TAC has decided on ready for review and comment by the
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public for the May meeting.
d. Objectives development exercise – No Discussion. This item will be
continued to the April 14, 2021 meeting.
e. Action strategies brainstorming – No. Discussion. This item will be
continued to the April 14, 2021 meeting.
F.

EXCUSE FUTURE ABSENCES
The absence of Commissioner Kaynor for April 14, 2021 and Seth Adams for
May 4, 2021 are excused.

G.

COMMISSIONER’S COMMENTS/COMMUNICATIONS

H.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 8:34 p.m.
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UNFINISHED
BUSINESS
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Fairbanks North Star Borough

Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan
TAC Work Session #2 | April 5, 2021
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VISION

Draft 2

Draft 1

CK: take the best
parts of both want to keep all
hte positive
adjectives

The Fairbanks North Star Borough features a network of
recreational trails for trail users of all ages, abilities, and
activity types to enjoy year-round that are maintained
and valued by the community.

MP: More
matter of
fact - what
we have

SA: delete
"types"change to
'activities'

SA: Add more
aspirational to Draft
1 - Something that
says Our Trails are
Better than Yours

add desire
to maintain
& improve

MS: likes all
ages and
abilities incorporate
that into D2

DS: hybrid
of a misson
and vision
statement
HL:: like words that
people can identify
themselves in.
"Diverse" is
becoming too catchall

MS: likes
calling it out
individually
more

BW:
"inclusive"?

GO: Simplicity
is better - is it
a vision or
mission
statement?

DS: Draft 1 can be
more aspirational.
Likes 'all ages and
abilities" called
out

MS: Activity
types is
important divers is a good
replacement

HL: beneﬁt of
saying 'all ages
and abilities and
activities: everyone can see
themselves in it

DS:
aspirational
statements
of fact

HL: buzzwords
may not last calling it out
explicitly is
powerful

LK: likes 'activities'
and 'all ages and
abilities' minimize
buzz words

GO: prefers
shorter
statement

GO: omit
'recreational'
to capture
utility users
(subsistence)

GO: can include
recreation but
should not be
the primary
focus

The Fairbanks North Star Borough is a recreation
destination with an interconnected, well maintained,
year-round system of public trails featuring unique
experiences for all trail users, Borough residents, and
visitors now and for generations to come.

MP: more
towards
where we
want to go

HL: more
aspirational,
likes
energy/sell of
destination

MS: leaning
towards
Draft 2

BA: Unsure we
need to state
residents and
visitors

CK: "trail
users"
residents and
visitors is
redundant

focus shift- who
are we talking
about ommission may
be more inclusive

Concept

BW: public
trails or
formally
established
trails

BA: "Dynamic"
- less stress on
recreation is a
good move
forward

LK: likes the point
of it being short
but also likes the
eliquentness and
compelling
statements

BW: gets really wordy if we
include all constructs but
we will prioritize what
concepts to keep.
Structure: identify a
concept and tie it to an
aspiratoin

Aspiration

BW: "worldclass" - quality,
what does that
require

BW: will need to
likely work
towards
prioritization of
concepts and
aspiratons

TAC Vision Statements:
LK: likes
CK's
addition to
Draft 2

1. CK: Draft 2...for all trail users - residents and visitors alike - now and for generations to
come
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Want them to be maintained (need to work out the who & how)
Maintenance

Private v public access/ability to maintain trails
Maintain the trails physically (surfacing, brushing) & legally (acquisition and legal ROWs)
Maintaining integrity & ﬁscally
Proper signage & parking facilities

Trailhead amenities or facilities

administrative methods to protect trails (beyond Title 17)
Borough to have needed authority
Liability concerns
proper signage
etiquette

PLAN +
VISION

DS: concerned
we are going
to oversell the
plan & what it
can do

Public use and involvement

awareness of activity on trail surface/maintenance/quality
advertisement of trails & programs
Education

PRIMARY GOALS

guidance on alternative trails and trail users - a "How To FNSB Trail" Guide
Trail designations

based on the best seasonal use of the trails (ex. certain uses summer only)

Connectivity / Interconnected

more interconnected the more opportunities there are for diﬀerent trails for diﬀerent uses
(multiple use trips could be an opportunity)
availability of diﬀerent distance trails (meet the needs of endurance and lunch time activity)

All ages & abilities

everyone should have opportunities (not necessarily everyone can use every facility)

include variety of high-maintained and primitive trails - oﬀer trail types for diﬀerent users to
reduce potential user conﬂicts.
User Accessible
Expanding uses (weather/climate changes may bring shifts to frequency & quantity of
certain uses)
Mix of trails for diﬀerent abilities - some expert, some easy.

people grow into trails; opportunities to learn

BW: challenging,
learn something
new

BW: make
them FUN!

Proximity to diﬀerent trail types and experiences

Some trails are self-selecting for user types: based on the trail environment and knowledge
Trailhead facilities/amenities?

unsure which
goal this ﬁts into

"world-class" - be known in the borough for all trail types (single track in the woods, big
wide OHV trails) but quality is key
which user group dictates the level of maintenance? very diﬃcult to determine
BW: standards for experience, surface/maintenance levels?
High-Quality Trails

"Appropriate"
Quality depends on what you want to do &
where you want to do it

Expectations

Code for sustainable trail design - user expectations, minimize maintenance requirements
and minimize environmental impact (venn-diagram)
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GOAL 1

Should
this really
be #1?

NO

Still relevant
but needs
updated
language

AGENCY JURISDICTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Deﬁne responsibilities of different departments of FNSB and public agencies
within the borough which are involved with establishing recreational trails for all
trails within the Borough which are included in the Trail Plan.

DS: how/can the
borough support
or eﬀect
volunteer eﬀorts
& maintenance

GO & DS:Liability
goal - state has
resources on
language but the
Borough's approach
and perspective on
liabiliit

HL: diﬀerent
responsibilities
for diﬀerent
'authorities'

HL: needs
to deﬁne
who can do
what

BW: goal has
been
implemented
for certain
topics

BW: lacking
guidance on
certain situations
- good section to
educate readers
on limitations

BW: where
you lay out
what CAN
be address
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GOAL 2

RIGHT-OF-WAY AQUISITION
Establish legal reservations which protect recreational uses for all recreational trails
included in categories A or B in the Trail Plan.

Policy 1: Eminent Domain powers shall not be used for
acquisition of trail easements unless in the case of
‘friendly’ condemnation necessary to clear title or establish
value on a willing grant of easement.
Policy 2: Perpetual easement rights shall be acquired in
the name of the public through dedication, ROW permits,
or by cooperative agreements.

GOAL 1

AGENCY JURISDICTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Policy 3: Easements granting public use only during
certain portions of the year and for particular uses are
acceptable for particular trail requirements.
Policy 4: As land undergoes the subdivision process,
public ROW shall be dedicated for category A or B trails in
the Trails Plan as part of the subdivision process.
Policy 5: The Borough will encourage subdividers to cooperate
with local trail users to establish trail ROW, including category
C trails or to establish new trail corridors where they can
enhance subdivision design.

Policy 6: When category A or B trails are identiﬁed in ROW by
DOT&PF the Borough will encourage establishment of
cooperative agreements or ROW designations with provide for
recreational use of the ROW.

Policy 7: Trail ROW should generally be established in a separate
location from utility easements, with the exception for where
shared trail and utility lines currently co-exist or when requested
by a subdivider due to design constraints.

Policy 8: Category A or B trails within public land being disposed of
by the federal, state or Borough government, the trail will be
retained in public ownership through the establishments of
easements to provide for pedestrian access within the subdivision.

Policy 9: Trail head areas for parking, public service and trail access
shall be pursued for acquisition and public dedication when a need
is warranted.

RECREATIONAL TRAIL USE DESIGNATION
Provide for a permanent trail system of both multiple use and nonmotorized trails which is geographically distributed throughout the
Borough and which can accommodate all trail user groups.

Deﬁne responsibilities of different departments of FNSB and public agencies
within the borough which are involved with establishing recreational trails for all
trails within the Borough which are included in the Trail Plan.

Policy 1: The Borough will generally not promote development of
motorized recreational trails within residential or urban areas.

Policy 1: The Borough will focus the primary eﬀorts toward trails
which are of community wide importance, and which are identiﬁed as
components of the FNSB Recreational Trails system in the Trail Plan.

Policy 2: Recreational trails established in rural areas should
generally remain multi-use.

Policy 2: The Borough will work cooperative with state and federal
agencies to encourage reservation and development of recreational
trails which are of state wide or national signiﬁcance which are
included in the Trails Plan.

Policy 3: The Borough will continue to cooperate with the
Alaska Department of Transportation & Public Facilities in
the planning of a Borough wide system of bicycle paths

GOAL 3

Policy 3: Where the use of multi-use recreational trails increases to the point where conﬂicts
become increasingly serious requiring use limitations, the primary original use shall have
priority. Where ROW widths are adequate, separate use lanes shall be established

2006 Trails Plan
Goal Review

GOAL 4

REQUIREMENTS FOR TRAIL MAINTENANCE
Develop a deﬁned trail maintenance and safety review program for all trails within
the Borough Trail System which are identiﬁed for public use.

GOAL 6

Policy 1: The primary method for providing trail maintenance shall be through
cooperative agreements with trail user groups through Adopt-A-Trail Program.

LIABILITY RELATED TO TRAILS

Policy 2: The Borough will provide limited trail maintenance on a limited basis
when special equipment requirements make volunteer maintenance impractical
or when clearly shown to be in public need.

Work towards minimizing trail liability within the FNSB
Trail System.

Policy 1: The Borough will encourage education programs to increase public
awareness of potential labilities.

Policy 2: The need for local and state regulations on liability shall be
periodically reviewed and implemented, if demonstrated to be the best
public interest.
Policy 3: The borough must exercise certain care to ensure trails are
reasonably safe for their intended uses to minimize liability potential.

Policy 3: A cooperative maintenance agreement or commitment for
maintenance shall be made prior to formal acceptance of ROW dedications.

GOAL 5

ENSURE LEGAL USE OF RECREATIONAL TRAIL ROW
Ensure that all trail ROW included in the Trail System are used for their intended and legally
deﬁned uses.

Policy 1: Public Use trails shall be adequately
signed and identiﬁed for the uses allowed.

Policy 4: The need for provision of enforcement
authority shall be periodically reviewed and implements
if demonstrated to be in the best public interest.

Policy 2: Trail user education and information
programs to increase public awareness of both legal
and non-legal uses of trails will be encouraged.

Policy 5: Borough public ROW encroachment authority
shall be used to protect the right-of-passage and
physical integrity of all trails in the Trail System.

Policy 3: The Borough will work cooperatively with
property owners, trail users and state law enforcement
authorities to ensure legal uses of trail ROW.
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FNSB Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan Update
Trails Advisory Commission Meetings 4/5 and 4/14
Goals Work Form

Trails Plan: Goal Development Exercise Continued
Building on the discussion had during the April 5th work session, please complete the following exercise
prior to the TAC meeting on Wednesday, April 14th at 6:00 PM. Your responses to this exercise will be
the base for Wednesday’s discussion. You can email your responses to Bryant.wright@fnsb.gov if you
complete prior to the meeting, or just bring your responses to the meeting.
1.

Review Goals and Goal Concepts (level 1 and level 2)

2.

Add or modify Goals and Goal Concepts (if needed)
a.

Is there anything missing? Would you combine or remove anything? Is
something in the wrong category?

b.

Need more inspiration? Review and reflect on the 1985/2006
adopted goals if that helps you.

3.

Prioritize Level 1 Goals
a. Pick your TOP 5 Goals in Level 1 and rank them in order of
importance!
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FNSB Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan Update
Trails Advisory Commission Meetings 4/5 and 4/14
Goals Work Form

Priority Level 1 Goal

Level 2 Goal Concepts
Want them to be maintained (need to work out the who & how)
Private v public access/ability to maintain trails

#?

Maintenance

Maintain the trails physically (surfacing, brushing) & legally (acquisition and legal ROWs)
Maintaining integrity & fiscally
Proper signage & parking facilities
– Trailhead amenities or facilities

#?

#?

Borough to have
needed authority

Public Use &
Involvement

Administrative methods to protect trails (beyond Title 17)
Liability concerns
Etiquette
- Proper signage
- awareness of activity on trail surface/maintenance/quality
Advertisement of trails & programs
Education
Guidance on alterative trails and trail users – a “How to FNSB Trail” guide

#?

Trail Designations

#?

Connectivity /
Interconnected

#?

User Accessible

Based on the best seasonal use of the trails (ex. certain uses summer only)
More interconnected the more opportunities there are for different trail and for different trail uses (multiple
use trips could be an opportunity)
Availability of different distance trails (meet the needs of endurance and lunch time activity)
All ages & abilities
- Everyone should have opportunities (not necessarily everyone can use every facility)
Include variety of high-maintained and primitive trails – offer trail types for different users to reduce
potential user conflicts
Expanding uses (weather/climate changes may bring shifts to frequency & quantity of certain uses)
Mix of trails for different skill/ability levels – some expert, some easy
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FNSB Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan Update
Trails Advisory Commission Meetings 4/5 and 4/14
Goals Work Form

Priority Level 1 Goal

Level 2 Goal Concepts
Proximity to different trail types and experiences

User Accessible
(continued)

Some trails are self-selecting for user types: based on the trail environment and user’s knowledge
Trailhead facilities/amenities (unsure which goal this fits into)

#?

High-Quality
Trails

#?

Other goals you
want included?

“World-Class” – be known in the borough for all trail types (single track in the woods, big open OHV trails)
but quality is key
Quality depends on what you want to do & where you want to do it
- Standards for experience, surface/maintenance levels?
- Which user group dictates the level of maintenance? Very difficult to determine
- “Appropriate”
- Expectations
Code for sustainable trail design – user expectations, minimize maintenance requirements and minimize
environmental impact (Venn-diagram)
Do you have other trail system concepts that aren’t reflected in the goals? Add them!

Add them!
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ADDENDUM
MATERIALS

April 14, 2021

Fairbanks North Star Borough

Comprehensive Recreational Trails Plan
TAC Work Session #2.1 | April 14, 2021

VISION

Draft 2

Draft 1

CK: take the best
parts of both want to keep all
hte positive
adjectives

The Fairbanks North Star Borough features a network of
recreational trails for trail users of all ages, abilities, and
activity types to enjoy year-round that are maintained
and valued by the community.

MP: More
matter of
fact - what
we have

SA: delete
"types"change to
'activities'

SA: Add more
aspirational to Draft
1 - Something that
says Our Trails are
Better than Yours

add desire
to maintain
& improve

MS: likes all
ages and
abilities incorporate
that into D2

DS: hybrid
of a misson
and vision
statement
HL:: like words that
people can identify
themselves in.
"Diverse" is
becoming too catchall

MS: likes
calling it out
individually
more

BW:
"inclusive"?

GO: Simplicity
is better - is it
a vision or
mission
statement?

DS: Draft 1 can be
more aspirational.
Likes 'all ages and
abilities" called
out

MS: Activity
types is
important divers is a good
replacement

HL: beneﬁt of
saying 'all ages
and abilities and
activities: everyone can see
themselves in it

DS:
aspirational
statements
of fact

HL: buzzwords
may not last calling it out
explicitly is
powerful

LK: likes 'activities'
and 'all ages and
abilities' minimize
buzz words

GO: prefers
shorter
statement

GO: omit
'recreational'
to capture
utility users
(subsistence)

GO: can include
recreation but
should not be
the primary
focus

The Fairbanks North Star Borough is a recreation
destination with an interconnected, well maintained,
year-round system of public trails featuring unique
experiences for all trail users, Borough residents, and
visitors now and for generations to come.

MP: more
towards
where we
want to go

HL: more
aspirational,
likes
energy/sell of
destination

MS: leaning
towards
Draft 2

BA: Unsure we
need to state
residents and
visitors

CK: "trail
users"
residents and
visitors is
redundant

focus shift- who
are we talking
about ommission may
be more inclusive

Concept

BW: public
trails or
formally
established
trails

BA: "Dynamic"
- less stress on
recreation is a
good move
forward

LK: likes the point
of it being short
but also likes the
eliquentness and
compelling
statements

BW: gets really wordy if we
include all constructs but
we will prioritize what
concepts to keep.
Structure: identify a
concept and tie it to an
aspiratoin

Aspiration

BW: "worldclass" - quality,
what does that
require

BW: will need to
likely work
towards
prioritization of
concepts and
aspiratons

TAC Vision Statements:
LK: likes
CK's
addition to
Draft 2

1. CK: Draft 2...for all trail users - residents and visitors alike - now and for generations to
come

TAC Concepts to include in Vision Statement:
HL: unique experiences, residents & visitors, network, interconnected, well-maintained
MS: world-class amount of land, more access to land, won't/don't lose that access to world-class vast lands.
BW: do you want to build your town around trails or build trails around your town?
MP: maintain connection, build city around the trails and that is what could make FNSB my home forever, it's for
residents, visitors & future generations
BW: what inspires you about FNSB trails/recreation or how could it be special?
LK: build the city around the trails, preserved valued trails/history, unique
BW: winter use that is unique to FNSB - expanded season that isn't oﬀered anywhere else - xc skiing, dog
mushing destinations, aurora viewing
MS: expanded trail access in winter - unique opportunity to grow/increase recreation opportunities in winter
months
BA: opportunities for long trips into untouched spaces 'escape into wilderness', access to wilderness from
urbanized town, easy access to rugged country
MP: expansive diversity of users on the trail system, cherished by the community, passion for the trails
JM: Draft 2 does not like the inclusion of 'destination' - we aren't trying to get people to come here from all over,
we are trying to build a plan for the community

Rank

1

Geoff

Borough
Authority

GO: Borough has
never really
accepted the
authority it has.
Liability is more a
user concern than a
borough concenrn

2

3

Public Use &
Involvement
GO: 2- recent meeting went
sidewalk w/ trail access
issues - users blocking
driveways, critical turn
arounds, etc. appropriate
access and not creating
problems - it was not
related to the agenda
items.

User
Access

Helyn

Borough
Authority
Authority is the ability to enforce and
maintain access (ppl block access) - no
police authority so the FNSB needs to
have a mechanism of deterrents; have
actionable ability to DO something about
nonconforming
landowners/users/people.
Private property v public should be
signed and more education/publicizing
the info about liability

Maintenance
What kind of maintenance
can the borough do. ability
for FNSB to maintain trails
that cross private property
in order to
maintain
it -- signs
HL: private
property signs
people who have public trails
legality theforstate
have given
that cross private property
would be beneficial - reminder of
should be
maintained stewardship/care that they are
on private property.
Trail Protection strategy because
their property would be
respected

Trail
Designations

Max

Leslie

Borough
Authority

Better connectivity and
interconnectedness something to
encourage further
work on the larger
projects (100 mile trail
& AK Long Trail)

Maintenance

Seasonality restrictions should be in
place in order to protect the quality of
the trail. Spaces/trails for different users
dependent on the time of the year.

4

Connectivity
& User
Accessibility

Maintenance

Public Use &
Involvement

Borough
Authority

Not sure how to enforce or regulate
people's use - but all trial users should be
courteous and respectful of other users
and property owners.
Etiquette and signage, education on
where people should go and how.
*People out on the trails, great to get
more people out, but the priority is the
education of the people who are using
trails

Maintenance

If we don't maintain trails they
won't be used and will fade from
existence.
SUSTAINABLE should be
specified
*Trail Designations fall into
maintenance - the reason we
would designate is primarily to
keep them in a good condition

Liability
issue/consider
ation with user
groups doing
maintenance

Connectivity

Trail designations connected to
Maintenance - how do you
enforce trail closures for certain
times of the year? - Are people
going to cooperate with the
designations?
*Goal of the use designation
would be to reduce maintenance

Information on what is going on with a
particular trail should be regularly
updated and available (ex. close a trail for
2 weeks during break-up) *public
education and information* Publicizing
information on who can/should be where
and when - reliable and predictable.
Crowdsourcing that information reg. trail
conditions?

High
Quality
Trails

Borough
Authority

Critical to protect trails that
already have protection /
easements - other methods
to protect trials beyond T17
- getting new protections
for new/undesignated trails

Connectivity

Dick

Trail
Designations

Connectivity

Trail designations will be really
important WITH reassessment
based on trail conditions and
how user groups change over
time.
Keep maintenance costs down
and keep trail damage down and
how do we
this is why BW:
it's above
determine
the
maintenance (it's
the way to
designation
prevent the need
for moreand
how do we
maintenance)

John

Mike

Borough
Authority

Borough
Authority

Borough
Authority

Trail
Designations

User
Accessibility

Trail Access
- User
Accessibility

Beyond T17 to
ensure we
dont' lose
existing
protections

Need to have
ability to change
Trail Designations
without needing
Assembly
approval

Maintenance
Individuals
should be able
to maintian as
well as groups

What good is
maintenance
and connectivity
if you cannot
access the trails

Public Use &
Involvement
Agree with what

5

Public Use &
Involvement
and HighQuality Trails

Public Use &
Involvement
MP: Want to know more
what people think is the
priority in this concept - is it
education, signage, etc.
(physical, onsite v online
resources v programming).
BA: online #1

HighQuality
Trails

Trail
Designations
(can be rolled
into
Maintenance)

Public Use &
Involvement

Maintenance

Public Use &
Involvement

Connectivity

High-Quality
Trails (it
follows
everyone out)

6. User
Accessibility
& 7. HighQuality Trails

Respectful use by others
Damage
Use Conflicts - discussing
and thinking about those
concepts, helps understand
all of this. Had a hard time
prioritizing based on
interconnectedness of all
concepts

Teeth
get it
done.

Trails that restrict uses will
push those unallowed
users somewhere else designations are difficult this will determine
whatever this magic word
"damage" is

Good access can
lead to less
maintenance for
other areas (parking
in ditches, etc. to
access trails)

Maintenance

was discussed
and included in
the first round
of goal setting

Connectivity
Allows the
ability to give
everyone,
everything they
are looking for

reevaluate those?

Maintenance

Brian

Geoff
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Borough
Authority

Public Use &
Involvement

User
Access
High
Quality
Trails

1.

Borough
Authority

2.

Connectivity

4.
5.

GO: Borough has
never really
accepted the
authority it has.
Liability is more a
user concern than a
borough concenrn

GO: 2- recent meeting went
sidewalk w/ trail access
issues - users blocking
driveways, critical turn
arounds, etc. appropriate
access and not creating
problems - it was not
related to the agenda
items.

1.
2.

4.

Connectivity
& User
Accessibility

MP: Want to know more
what people think is the
priority in this concept - is it
education, signage, etc.
(physical, onsite v online
resources v programming).
BA: online #1

Trail Protection strategy because
their property would be
respected

Information on what is going on with a
particular trail should be regularly
updated and available (ex. close a trail for
2 weeks during break-up) *public
education and information* Publicizing
information on who can/should be where
and when - reliable and predictable.
Crowdsourcing that information reg. trail
conditions?

Leslie

Better connectivity and
interconnectedness something to
encourage further
work on the larger
projects (100 mile trail
& AK Long Trail)

Public Use &
Involvement

HL: private property signs - signs
for people who have public trails
that cross private property
would be beneficial - reminder of
stewardship/care that they are
on private property.

Seasonality restrictions should be in
place in order to protect the quality of
the trail. Spaces/trails for different users
dependent on the time of the year.

Public Use &
Involvement
and HighQuality Trails

Critical to protect trails that
already have protection /
easements - other methods
to protect trials beyond T17
- getting new protections
for new/undesignated trails

Trail designations will be really
important WITH reassessment
based on trail conditions and
how user groups change over
time.
Keep maintenance costs down
and keep trail damage down and
this is why it's above
maintenance (it's the way to
prevent the need for more
maintenance)

Authority is the ability to enforce and
maintain access (ppl block access) - no
police authority so the FNSB needs to
have a mechanism of deterrents; have
actionable ability to DO something about
nonconforming
landowners/users/people.
Private property v public should be
signed and more education/publicizing
the info about liability

What kind of maintenance
can the borough do. ability
for FNSB to maintain trails
that cross private property
in order to maintain it legality the state have given
should be maintained -

Maintenance

Trail
Designations

Maintenance

Trail
Designations

Borough
Authority

3.

5.

Maintenance

Max

3.

Helyn

BW: how do we
determine the
designation and
how do we
reevaluate those?

1.

Borough
Authority

2.

Public Use &
Involvement

3.

Maintenance

4.

Connectivity

5.

HighQuality
Trails

Not sure how to enforce or regulate
people's use - but all trial users should be
courteous and respectful of other users
and property owners.
Etiquette and signage, education on
where people should go and how.
*People out on the trails, great to get
more people out, but the priority is the
education of the people who are using
trails

Trail designations connected to
Maintenance - how do you
enforce trail closures for certain
times of the year? - Are people
going to cooperate with the
designations?
*Goal of the use designation
would be to reduce maintenance

Dick
1.

Maintenance

2.

Borough
Authority

3.

Connectivity

4.

Trail
Designations
(can be rolled
into
Maintenance)

5.

Public Use &
Involvement

If we don't maintain trails they
won't be used and will fade from
existence.
SUSTAINABLE should be
specified
*Trail Designations fall into
maintenance - the reason we
would designate is primarily to
keep them in a good condition

Liability
issue/consider
ation with user
groups doing
maintenance

John
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mike
1.

Borough
Authority

2.

User
Accessibility

3.

Public Use &
Involvement

4.
5.

Maintenance

High-Quality
Trails (it
follows
everyone out)

Borough
Authority

Trail
Designations

Maintenance

Agree with what
was discussed
and included in
the first round
of goal setting

Borough
Authority

2.

Trail Access
- User
Accessibility

4.
5.

Individuals
should be able
to maintian as
well as groups

6.

Connectivity

1.

3.

Need to have
ability to change
Trail Designations
without needing
Assembly
approval

Public Use &
Involvement

Brian

What good is
maintenance
and connectivity
if you cannot
access the trails

Beyond T17 to
ensure we
dont' lose
existing
protections

Maintenance

Connectivity

User
Accessibility

7.

HighQuality
Trails

Respectful use by others
Damage
Use Conflicts - discussing
and thinking about those
concepts, helps understand
all of this. Had a hard time
prioritizing based on
interconnectedness of all
concepts

Teeth
get it
done.

Trails that restrict uses will
push those unallowed
users somewhere else designations are difficult this will determine
whatever this magic word
"damage" is

Good access can
lead to less
maintenance for
other areas (parking
in ditches, etc. to
access trails)

Allows the
ability to give
everyone,
everything they
are looking for

Ability, process, mechanism to add trails to the Trail Plan (including existing trails)
BW: Are there enough trails for what people want or are there gaps we need to ﬁll?

kind of trails, location of trails
Development of Trails
New Trails

Connectivity will be achieved through new trails ( a why)

Trails that establish connectivity would be priority new trails

In areas where there is existing demand but not the trails to meet/serve demand (a why)
Trails should be designed and developed with sustainable goals/criteria in mind
Want them to be maintained (need to work out the who & how)

MP: Sustainability w/
maintenance minimizing damage
- get out there early
so the quality and
use can be
sustained long term

Private v public access/ability to maintain trails

JM: Maintenance v. Grooming maintenance includes grading,
grubbing, drainage, widening.
Grooming can be done by an
individual.

Maintenance

Maintenance is keeping the
baseline v. improving the trail
quality/development of trails

Maintain the trails physically (surfacing, brushing) & legally (acquisition and legal ROWs)
Consistent/good
Maintenance
keeps $ down in
the long run - it
reduces big
capital projects

Maintaining integrity & ﬁscally
Establish
Borough's
authority do to
maintenance
on trails

Teams of
individuals can
create connected
maintained
systems

Proper signage & parking facilities

Borough has =
authority to
maintain trails
and to protect
existing trails

BA: Conﬂict between users - what is the user deﬁnition for
use?
What are the trails useful for - then we can decide
appropriate use and assign designations.
We have miles of trail, let's make sure each trail is
designated to the appropriate use and that's clear to
people (?)
New trail development would come around to address
trail designation 'shortages'
New Trails are the opportunity to reduce clearcut conﬂicts
Opportunity to provide niche experiences

Trailhead amenities or facilities

Trailhead
plowing is part
of this as well purpose is to
keep access

administrative methods to protect trails (beyond Title 17)

Borough to have needed authority
JM: PRD needs
to be authorized
to do their work
w/o Assembly
approval

Liability concerns

BA: Trail designations
should have a review
process that would include
public /trail user review.
Temporary closure v
permanent changes to trial
designations should have
diﬀerent review processes

Volunteer/user groups to conduct maintenance; could be a process issue but is an authority
concept. What level of autonomous maintenance can be done (what can people do without
having to go through an authority); lack of education on what they can be done as well on
which lands (BLM v DNR v FNSB)

Protect Existing access to trails & trails
Establishing New access (making a new trail, establishing access to an existing trail)
Enforcement Strategy - what powers are available - the Borough can do something
proper signage
etiquette
awareness of activity on trail surface/maintenance/quality
Public use and involvement

PLAN +
VISION

DS: concerned
we are going
to oversell the
plan & what it
can do

advertisement of trails & programs
Education

PRIMARY GOALS

guidance on alternative trails and trail users - a "How To FNSB Trail" Guide
Trail designations

based on the best seasonal use of the trails (ex. certain uses summer only)

Connectivity / Interconnected

more interconnected the more opportunities there are for diﬀerent trails for diﬀerent uses
(multiple use trips could be an opportunity)
availability of diﬀerent distance trails (meet the needs of endurance and lunch time activity)
All ages & abilities

Access to trails from where people live is important.
Connectivity can improve accessibility.
Ability to do a through-adventure instead of a circle.
Trails as transportation not just recreation

everyone should have opportunities (not necessarily everyone can use every facility)

include variety of high-maintained and primitive trails - oﬀer trail types for diﬀerent users to
reduce potential user conﬂicts.

ability to make a
switch from multiuse to single-use,
education of that
can be a challenge

Expanding uses (weather/climate changes may bring shifts to frequency & quantity of
certain uses)

BW: make
them FUN!

User Accessible
HL: Consistency in trail
accessibility - if you have to
cross 'crappy' trail to get to
'ideal' trail conditions,
that's not accessible
- related to trailhead
locations - user accessibility
as it relates to trail
conditions

Mix of trails for diﬀerent abilities - some expert, some easy.

Keep the idea of use designations active for (1.) seasonal use (2.) type of allowed uses to
reduce conﬂict Keep in mind the

Challenge/ability needs - how does that experience aspect ﬁt into trail designations? (all use,
motorized-only, non-motorized only, dedicated mtn. biking, ski only, etc.)

BW: challenging,
learn something
new

people grow into trails; opportunities to learn

Proximity to diﬀerent trail types and experiences
Some trails are self-selecting for user types: based on the trail environment and knowledge

unsure which
goal this ﬁts into

Trailhead facilities/amenities?

Signage & continued signage on the trail, not just at the trailhead: wayﬁnding throughout
system (especially those that cross multiple areas)
Parking - signiﬁcant for trail users and adjacent landowners

space for trailers & equipment of allowed/known trail uses

"world-class" - be known in the borough for all trail types (single track in the woods, big
wide OHV trails) but quality is key

To provide a variety of trails the address the variety of uses and challenge types would
be a beneﬁt
Elite trails can highlight a user type and user experience
Trail Menu by use and 'spiciness'
BW: you need the right ingrediencies, how do we make the right meal
for them?
Are we accommodating what people want through this plan? Do we
have the trails right now that will fulﬁll those experiences, can you
access them, etc.?
MP: We are lacking, or don't have access to, dry summer trails
Designated downhill ski areas
Water trails could be formalized (or trail land access to water trail)
Expectations of multi-use trails cannot be the same as the 'well'/'particularly
maintained trails
How do we manage or create those expectations?

which user group dictates the level of maintenance? very diﬃcult to determine
High-Quality Trails

Quality depends on what you want to do &
where you want to do it

BW: standards for experience, surface/maintenance levels?
"Appropriate"
Expectations

Code for sustainable trail design - user expectations, minimize maintenance requirements
and minimize environmental impact (venn-diagram)

